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INTRODUCTION 

Thin liquid fihns. especially soap films. are consider& useful model systems 
for the study of long range interaction forces’-3. In a plane-parallel equilibrium film 
a disjoining pressure n(h), which is a result of these forces, must balance with the 
excess hydrostatic pressure P in the fiIm3-4: 

z7(h,) + 7, = 0 (1) 

where tr, is the equilibrium thickness of the film. Usually n(h) is assumed to consist 
of two components3s4 : 

WI = ~d(~~ + Wh) (3 

where n,,(11) is a repulsive force due to overlap of electrical double iayers in the film 
and n_(h) is a van der Waais attractive force, both per unit of surface area. 

A well-known technique for stud_ying these forces is to measure the variation 
of h, on changing the concentration of electrolyte in the bulk solution from which 
the film is drawn”e5. The usual procedure is to assume that l7,, as a function of the 
electrolyte concentration and film thickness is known from theory, an assumption 
which is necessary as both J7,, and n, vary simuitaneously. K&,(/z) is then calculated 
-with the help of eqns (1) and (2) and compared with theory. An implicit assumption 
is that Q,, depends only on h and not on the composition of the bulk solution. The 
agreement between theory and experiment is usually rather poor, especially at high 
electroIyte concentrations3*6. However, these experiments aIone do not justify a 
rejection of the theories on these forces at high concentrations. Other parameters 
besides h, are needed to draw more definite conclusions. Such an extra parameter is 
the contact angle between film ard bulk liquid It gives the interaction free enere 
due to the long range interaction forces at equilibrium film thickness he’-*: 

AF(h,) = 2q,(cos 6- I) (3) 

where me is the surface tension of the bulk solution and 6 the contact angle. Neverthe- 
less, the limitation of the procedure remains that a change in h, and 8 can only lo 
achieved by changing the composition of the bulk solutir\n. For the interpretation of 

* Dedicated to Professor J. Th. G Overbeek on the occasion of the 25th anniversary of his appointment as 
a Professor of Physical Chemistry. 
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10 J A. DE FEIJTER, k VFUJ 

experimental results we still have to assume that n,(h) does not vary with composition. 
In this paper an analysis is given of the thickness profile of a soap film in 

contact and equilibri-um with its Piateau border. It wili show the possibilities there 
are of deriving the entire interaction bee energy curve. M(h). from a single soap film. 

DEFINITION OF THE SlrSTEM 

Consider a horizontal liquid sheet in contact and equilibrium with the bulk 
liquid at a level = below the sheet (Fig 1). It is assumed that everywhere in the sheet 
h< 2, i.e. the hydrostatic pressure P in the sheet is constant. At equilibrium the 
fohowing pressure balance at the liquid surface must hold in the whole sheet: 

PfIz(h) i PC = 0 (4) 

where P, is capillary pressure as given by L.aplace’s law and hydrostatic pressure 
P= ---dgz; d=diKerence in density between Liquid and vapour phase and g=ac- 
celeration of gravity. 

The liquid sheet rs now subdivided into three regions: 
(a)A plane parallef, very thin cer.tral part, Le. the film. where PC can be neglected 

with respect to n(h) and P. 
(b) A thick part at the periphery, the Plateau border, where n(h) can be 

neglected. 
(c) A region connecting both 

terms of eqn_ (4) can be neglected. 
parts the transition region, where none of the 

Fig. 1. Circular liquid sheef with radius R in contact with butk soln Vertical distance between liquid sheet 
and surface of bulk soin. is z. 

Fig 2. Part of liquid sheet with R = x between JC and x T dx. 

-Tlie circular cuvette that holds the sheet is totally wetted by the liquid; its 
inner radius is R (Fig- I). 

Although the shape of the Liquid sheet can be derived from the pressure baIance 
eqn_ (4), we will follow an aitemative procedure which can be called the “film tension 
approach”_ Here the starting point is the equilibrium condition according to which 
the forces that act on a certaix~ part of the liquid sheet must cancel. This has the 
advantage that it makes the mathematics simpler and the physical meaning of the 
equations clearer. 

3. ElectroanaL Cheem, 37 (t972) 



TRANSITION REGLONS, LINE TENSIONS IN SOAP FILMS 11 

LARGE FILMS 

We will first discuss the situation where the radius R of the film cuvette is 
infinitely large. In this case the liquid surface has only one radius of curvature. 
Consider the part of the liquid sheet between x and stdx (Fig. 2), where x is the 
distance from the cuvette wali. The X-components of the forces that act on a length 
unit of the sheet element cancel at equilibrium: 

[2o(h) cos @(_u) - hPf - c2a (h t dh) cos Q, (x + d_~) - (Ii + dh) PI = 0 (5) 

CT(~) is the thickness dependent surface tension of the sheet and e(x) is the slope 
angle of the liquid surface with the horizontal at X. integration of eqn. (5) using the 
boundary condition h = h, and cos @J(X) = 1 when _X = XJ, gives : 

2.7(h) cos O(x) -Ih3=const.=2a(iz,) -!q_.P (6) 

According to (6) the net force that acts pzrpendiculauly on ti verric4 plane 
thrcugh the sheet at x is independent of X. Th:s net force per length unit is the film 
tension -;(h’~. Therefore’ : 

y(h) = h(h) cos Q(x) - hP = y(h,) = Za(h,) - 11, P (7) 

From eqn- (6) the profile h(x) of the sheet can be calculated when the thickness 
dependence of G(~J is known. For a plane paraiiel film it is given by7-*: 

Zo(h) = 20, + AF(h) (S) 

where co is the surface tension of the bulk solution and U(h) the interaction free 
energy which is related to the disjoining pressure J?(h) by4*’ : 

4F(h) = - 1” K!(h)& or i7(h) = - aM(h) 

-Z 
bh (9) 

Both M(1z) and n(h) approach zero for large h. 
When the surfaces are no ionger plane parallel the surface tension is expected 

to be a function of both I7 and @. Although it is not entirely consistent we shall neglect 
terms dependent on @. As in our derivations 4~ will always be small 1% hen AF(h)+O, 

the approximation will not significantly affect the results 
Combination of (6) and (S) leads to : 

cos @(h) = 
2~~ -I- dF(h,) + (i7 - 17,)P 

26, -r- df(t7) 
(10, 

\Vhen AF(h) is known. the profile It(x) of the whole sheet can be calculated by a 
numerical integration, rememberin g that -+ cot @=dx/dh. On the other hand. 
AF(h) might be obtained from the IWZQW~& profile h(x). It is obvious that the transi- 
tion region is the part of the sheet that contains most information on M(h). 

Before we consider to what extent such a measurement is fusible, we will 
investigate the relation between eqn. (10) and the macroscopic description of the 
transition between film and border which presupposes a “contact angle” (see eqn. (3)). 

CONTACT ANGLE IN LARGE FILMS 

From eqn (10) it follows that @ changes continuously with x at the transition 

I F%rrrd. chrm, 37 (1972) 
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between film and border. In the derivation of eqn. (3) however, it is assumed that fdm 
and border meet each other at a sharp and unique angle 6 without a transition region. 
It will be clear from the-outset that such a rough description is only of practical 
value if @ changes sufficieutly abruptly in the transition region. 

Equation <3)is obtained from eqn. (10) when in the actual sheet the Plateau 
border and the film with thickness h, are extrapolated until they meet at a line of 
contact Extrapolation of the Plateau border means that we neglect M(h). If we 
denote this profile by h’(x), eqn. (10) gives: 

cos W (h’) = [20 (ha + (W - fz,) P-J /2a, (11) 

Extrapolation to h’ = h, gives : 

ms @‘(he) = k(h,)/2a,, = [2a, + AF(h,)] /2a. (12) 

When we compare this with eqn. (3) we see that contact angle 0 is the angle @‘(he) 
between the extrapolated Plateau border and film at the contact line. This is in 
accordance 1rvit.h the definition of 8 as proposed by Sheludko et ~1.~. 

The acruai sheet can be replaced by a simpiified model, the profile of which 
is exactly equal to the profile of the extrapolated Plateau border and film in the 
actual sheet_ Then contact angle 0 is the angle between the Plateau border and film 
at their line of contact. Equation (3) follows directly from the force balance at the 
line of contact in the simplified model (see Fig. 3) : 

2a, cos 0 - Ph, = 2a (h,) - Ph, = 20, + AF (h,) - Ph, (13) 

In order to fiM1 out if it is feasible to measure h(x) in the transition region and 
in what cases the transition region will influence the experimental determination of 
f3, we will calculate the profile h(x) with a simple model in the next paragraph 

I%-?$* 
-/y-_ _ 

0 

Fig_ 3. Force balance at contact Line between Plateau border and film in simplified model of Squid sheer 

Fig-4 rnrerauion fTrkener= curve Am), (-- ),composed 
F,, I----- 

of repukhe doub!e layer int$raction component 
) and attractive London-van der Waab component F, (----- )_ Note th: steep repulsion at h = 40 A. 

J_ E&err oalai cfiem, 37 (1972) 



TRANSITION REGIONS. LINE TENSIONS IN SOAP FILMS 13 

CALCULATIONS OF TRANSITION REGIONS 

For the M(h)-function, to be used in our further calculations, we have chosen 
the function thought to be valid in soap films. It consists of two terms: the potential 
energy of London dispersion forces Fb, and the potential energy of double layer 
interaction F,, ; AF(k) being the sum of both terms’ -3-4-7. 

For F, we use the relation1-3.4.10r 

F, = - A/12zfr” (14) 

where A = Hamaker’s constant. 
A good approximation for F,, with a solution of a 1: 1 electrolyte in water 

at 23OC is’-lo: 

F,, =48.4x J0-3c*/3e-d Jrn-= (15) 

when h-h L 2. The reciprocal of the Debye length K is given by7-lo. 

~=3_28x 10gc* m-r (16) 
where c is the concentration of the 1: 1 electrolyte in mol I-‘, fi a function of the diffuse 
double layer potential @a and j3 is assumed to be 1, i.e. ljld is large. Furthermore we 
assume a very steep repulsion at h-c 4OA (Fig. 4). 

In our calculations we use different values of Han-raker’s constant A, electrolyte 
concentration c and hydrostatic pressure P in order to show how these parameters 
affect the profile. The surface tension CF~ of the bulk solution was assumed to -be 30 
mN m-l_ The sheets for which the calculations were made are s ummarized in 
Table I. 

The film thickness Iz, and AF(k,) were found from eqns. (I), (2) and (9). The value 
of contact angle 8 was calculated with eqn. (3). The profile of the transition region 

TABLE 1 

CiiLCULATED VALUES OF FILM THICKNESS h,, CONTACT ANGLE 0, EXTENSION A OF 
THE Tk4NSITION REGION AND LiNE TENSION f FOR LIQUID SHEETS WITH DIFFERENT 
VALUES OF HA!!KER5 CONSTANT A. ELECTROLYTE CONCENTRATION cAND HYDRO- 
STATIC PmSSURE P 

Surface tensxon co= 30 m Nm- ’ 

A x 10ig/J c/m01 1 - ’ 

la 1 0.001 - 25 810 S IS.5 21 
lb 1 0.002 - 25 600 13 14.4 3.1 
lc 1 0.01 -Z 260 34 7.6 48 
Id 1 0.05 - 25 locl 87 2.0 5.6 
le 1 

& 
- 25 40 248 tl 52 

2a 0.2 - 25 310 12 11.5 1.5 
2b 1 001 -- 260 34 76 4.5 
2c 4 0.01 -ZS 190 89 3.8 11.3 
3a 1 0.01 - 25 260 34 7.6 4s 
3b 1 0.01 -50 255 34 6.0 4.6 
3c 1 001 -100 250 34 4.7 42 

J. Electroanal. Chew.. 37 (1972) 



1. A. DE FEUTER A VFW 14 

could then be calculated with eqn, (1G) by a simple numerical integration of 3 cot #(h). 
A typicai exa mple of the profile h(x) of a transition region is given in Fig SA for a 
sheet with h == 208 is and 8=X [case lc of Table 1). It shows the profile of the actual 
sheet (drawn tie) and the profile h’(_x) of the idealized model (broken line). The angle 
at which the profile of the PIateau horder and film of the idealized modei meet at the 
line of contact is 2 8, 

Figure 5B gives tan e(x) and tan W(x) for the same sheet_ LB the idealized 
model the vaiue of *tan W jumps from zero to tan 8 at the contact line. Figure 5 shows 
that the transition region, where h(x) and K(x), or tan @(IX) and tan@’ (x), differ 
appreciably, extends over a distance of several micrometers_ The exact vafue of the 
extension A of the transition region depends on the defmition of its be_@nning and 
end_ Wl~en we compare! Fi g_ 5A with SB we see that the transition region appears to 
be more extended in 5B than in 5A_ This means that the slope tan @P(X) is more 
sensitive to W(h) than the profile h(x). 

For the deftition of the extension A of the transition region we used the 
functions tan @p(x) and tan @‘(xl (Fi,. Q 5B)_ It was assumed that the transition region 
meets the Plateau border at some point _K =a where tan #‘(a) - tan @(a) = I */0 of 

A 

t_--_-A----4 

X-Xc/pm 

Fig_ 5. f~) Prohk h(x). in transirion region of liquid sheet W&I h,=260 A and 6~34’ (slxet 1 c oTTable I). 
Broken line represents extrapolated Plateau border and film. (B) slope tan @ (x) = --f(dh/dx) in transition 
region of same sheet as in (A) 

J_ El?ecw.zanal ChIxl_ 37 (1972) 



TRAXSIT!ON REGIONS. LINE TENSIONS IN SOAP FILMS 15 

tan @(a). The value of tan @(a) was then used to define the point x = b where the 
transition region meets the film; we assumed that x= b when tm Q(b) = I o/o of 
tan @(a)_ 

As the general form of h (x) and tan @f(x) is the same for all sheets considered. 
we wili not show more detailed profiles, but give only the values of h,, 8 and A (see 
Table 1)_ 

The influence of the form of the AF(h)-curve on A is largely determined by the 
sharpness of the minimum in the curve. We can state that a sharper minimum tends 
to give a smaller A. This can be seen from the series of sheets la-le and 2a-2c in 
Table 1. In series Ia-le the electrolyte concentration c is increased from 0.001 
mol 1-l to CC. This makes the ascending branch of the U (h)-curve steeper and the 
minimum sharper. The value of A diminishes from about 20 pm to less than 1 m. 
In series 2 the descending branch of AF(h) is made steeper by increasing the value of 
Hamaker’s constant A from 2 x lO-‘0 J to 4 x lo- I9 J_ Here the value of A decreases 
from 1 I.5 to 3.8 m. These series also show that a change in the repulsive component 
F,,(h) has a stronger influence on A than a change in the attractive component 
F_(hj_ This is because the second derivative of AF(h> at the minimum, which is a 
measure of its sharpness, is almost entirely determined by F,,(h). This can tnz seen by 
comparing sheets lb-Id with sheets 2a-2c In the two series the change of contact 
angle 0, and therefore of the depth of the minimum AF(h,), is almost the same. but 
the variation of A is appreciably greater in the first series. Hydrostatic pressure P 
influences the profile through the (h -hh,)P-term in eqns. (10) and (11). Series 3 of 
Tabie 1 shows that A becomes smaller when the absolute value of P increases*_ 

To what extent the valuepf contact angle 8, found from experiment, is affected 
by the transition region depends on the principles of the method_ When 0 is found by 
extrapolation of a measured profile the value of 0 will be correct {see preceding 
paragraph). Sheludko’s topographical methodgmL 1 is based on this principle. The 
accuracy of the method will, however. be poor at small B’s as the distance over which 
the extrapolation must be performed may be quite large_ 

When the method is based on the assumption that a sharp angle exists at the 
transition between Plateau border and film_ as for instance in Mysels’ bubble 
method’-” and PrincenS diffraction method13-‘4. the transition region will introduce 
a systematic error. This will in general lead to vaiues of 8 which are too small. How- 
ever, not aU methods are equally sensitive to the rounding off of the “a.ngIe”. The 
smallest contact angle which can be measured by a particuJar method wili therefore 
depend on the principles of the method_ 

We would prefer to measure the detailed profile of the transition region 
i&stead of contact angIe 8, as this would yield the m(h)-curve for h>,h,. An optical 
method is probably most suitable beczmse of the fragility of the sheet- This means, 
however, that when AK wavelength of the light we cannot expect to find the details 
of the profile. It will be possible only for sheets with small 6 where A is large. 

We have already seeu that tan G(x) is more sensitive to AF(h) than h(xj. 
The best results can therefore be expected fro-m a technique which gives the slope 
tan Q, directly as a function of x. A Schiieren method might for instance be suitable”. 

* An estimate of the extension A of the transition region was made by Printer. He notes t&at A WIN 
be about 1 pm, but gives no further details. 

J. Ekctroarud Clxem, 37 (1972) 



16 J. A. DE FEIJTER, A. VRIJ 

It might be possible to derive the profile of the transition region from the 
detaiIed structure of the diffmction fringes as found in Princen’s diffraction methocir4. 
An analysis of this method shouId answer the question as to what extent the transition 
region affects the fringes and how kve may reconstruct its profile from the details of 
the C.inges_ 

In -&e fohowing paragraphs we shall show that for a compiete macroscopic 
description of the liquid sheet a Line tension t must be attributed to the contact line 
in the simplified mode! of the sheet. When the contact line is curved this line tension 
will affect the force balance eqn. (13) at the contact line. In this case it will be given 
by: 

2G, cos e- Ph, = 20, +- AF(h,) + s/r,- Ph, (18) 

where r, is ti radius of curvature of the contact Iine. This force balance wiil be 
derived and an expression for 5 will be given which will make it possible to calculate 
the value oft. 

I 
LINE TENSIONS 

Mention is made of a line tension by several authors_ However, the term does 
not always cover the same concept Ha&ins” states that the interactions between 
the molecules close to a three phase contact line can give rise to an excess free energy 
term_ The excess free energy per unit length of the contact line is the line free energy. 
Line free energy and line tension are related in the same way as surface free energy 
and surface tension- For a liquid lens of ether with a very sharp edge he gives an 
estimated value of the line tension of +2 x IO- I1 J m- I (= 2 x low6 erg cm- ‘)_ 

A general expression for the line tension of a three phase contact line in terms 
of hydrostatic force parameters is given by Buff and Saltsburg”. However, as they 
lacked a model of the microscopic distribution of matter close to the contact line 
they could not calculate it. They considered that the estimated value as given by 
Harkins was correct. 

A different conception of a line tension was introduced by Langmuirig. He 
related the force balance at the edge of a liquid lens, floating on another liquid, to 
the spreading coeffreient_ As he used a cylindrical model of the lens the force balance 
had to be supplemented by- what he tailed_ a Line tension term ; this in order to correct 
for the fact that the rnucroscopic shape of the actual lens differed from that of the 
cylindrical model. 

His value of 6.54 x loss J m-l for the line tension of a lens of paraffi oil on 
water cannot therefore be compared with the value as given by Harkins. In OUT 
opinion it may be better not to use the word Line tension for Langmuir’s macroscopic 
corrective factor. 

The occurrence of a line tension is not restricted to a three phase contact 
line. Mysels et ai.‘O for instant say that a positive line tension at the boundary of 
a so-called “black spot” in a thicker coloured soap film can account for the fact that 
these “black spots” tend to reduce their perimeter_ Although the vaIue ofa line tension 
is presumably small in general, this d- not mean that its influence will always be 
small. It tight for instance affect markedly the properties of finely dispersed systems”_ 
In a recent paper Torza and MasonZE showed that a line tension will influence the 

3. Ei&rmmaL Chemy 37 (1972) 
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interaction between two different drops in a tbird medium. BoysZ2 remarks that a 
line tension can have a great influence on critical phenomena in soap films. However, 
definite conclusions can be drawn only when reliable quantitative values of line 
tensions are available. 

In the next paragraph we will derive eqn (18) using the microscopic theory 
for the profile of the whole liquid sheet used before. This derivation will make it 
posslible to comprehend the nature of T in microscopic terms and to assess its mag- 
nitude. 

CURVED CONTACT LINE; MICROSCOPIC THEORY OF LINE TENSION 

Consider segment ABCD-EFGH of a circular liquid sheet between r and 
r+ dr and bounded by two vertical intersecting planes AEHD and BFGC which 
meet in the centre of the sheet at a small angle dx (Fig. 6) : r is the distance from the 
centre of the film. At equilibrium the horizontal radial components of the forces 
that act on this segment must cancel. Taking into account the surface tervsion con- 
tributions of the lines AB, CD, EF_ GH and AE, BF, CG, DH and the contributions 
of hydrostatic pressure on the planes ABCD. EFGH, AEHD and BFGC, we find: 

(r+dr)2o(h+dh) cos @(r+dr)dcr--h(h) cos @(r)da 
- 2o(h) [dr/cos @(r)]da - (r + Car) (h + dh)Pdx 
+rPhda+(h+$dh)Pdrdr=O 

This can be written in the more concise form I 

~[2G(h)rcos@-Phr] -[S - ] Ph =0 

Integration of (19) from r=O to r leads to : 

[2o(h)r cos @- Phr] - 
26 (h) 
- - Ph 
cos @ 1 dr=O 

(19) 

(20) 

Fig_ 6 Segment of horizontal circular liquid sheet betwzen r and r-k&. Two vertical radial intersecttng 
plants meet in the nntre of the hquid sheet at a small angle dz 

J. Elecrroanal. Chem, 37 (1972) 
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Equation (20) forms the mathematical basis for the calculation of the profile of a 
circular sheet. It can be -pared with eqn. (IO) which is valid when the cuvette radius 
R = m. Equation (20) shows that the valtie of slope angle @ for a certain h can be found 
only when the de*tailed profile between the centre of the sheet and the point r with 
thickness h is known. This means that in a circular sheet the profile has to be “buiit 
up” from the centre of the sheet, using the proper boundary conditions. As we want 
to derive the force balance at the contact line between the extrapolated Plateau 
border and the film so as to compare it with eqn (18), we rewrite eqn. (20) as : 

[2a(h)r CDS @ - PIv] +iR [z - Ph]dr - j-z [s - Ph]dr=zO (21) 
- r 

The third term in this equation is independent of r. 
For the Plateau border profile h’(r), where c(h) = CT*, eqn. (21) gives : 

Notice that the th%d terms in eqns. (21) and (22) are equal ! When the profile of the 
Plateau border is now extrapolated until h’= h, where the extrapolated Plateau 
border and film meet, we find for the force balance at the contact liner 

[2~~ rc ws 0 - Ph, rJ + -~~[=&-Ph]dr4l 

r, is the radius of the contact line. Equation (23) can be rewritten as: 

200 cos 8--m, = 20%) -Ph, + : (1,” [s - Ph] dr 

2rr, - - - 
cos @’ 

Ph’ 1 dr- [k(h,) - PhJ r, > (24) 

When in eqn. (24) we substitute : 

it can be written as: 

2oo cos O-Ph, = k(h,j - Ph,+z/r, = 2~~+AF(h,j - Ph,+r/r, (24) 
Of: 

2rr, cos 8 = 2~~ -I- AF(h,) i- r/r, 

Sy definition the profde of the simplified model of the sheet is equal to the 
profiIe of the extrapolated Plateau border and film in the actual sheet. This implies 
that k the simplifkd model there will only be mechanical equiiibrium at the line of 
contact when a line tension r, as given by eqn. (25), is attributed to it. The force 
balance at the con&t line is then given by eqn. (18)_ A line tension can be considered 
a two-dimensional analogue of surface tension and the term r/r, can be seen as the 
two ~dimensional form of Laplace’s law; 

3. ElectrormaL Chpm;?? (1972) 
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The physical meaning of line tension T_ as given by eqn. (25), can be seen as 
follows : the first integral in eqn. (25) is the net tangential force (sum of surface tension 
and hydrostatic pressure terms) acting perpendicularly on the profde of the actual 
sheet. The second integral is the net force on the profile of the extrapolated Plateau 
border, and the last term is the net force on the extrapolated plane parallel film. 
Therefore 7 is the excess rangenriai farce actin g on the transition region. As this 
transition region is neglected in the simplified model a line tension 7, numerically 
equal to this excess force. must be attributed to the line of contact in this model. 

In the limiting case where r,+ zo (straight contact line) eqn. (25) becomes: 

--x 
- I I= [2G (h> - Ph,.j dx (27) 

It will be clear that oniy the transition region will contribute to t. When the contact 
line is straight. the line tension does not appear in the force balance eqn. (13) as the 
term r/r, approaches to zero when rC+“_ In the next paragraph we will show that 
z is related to the interaction free energy M(h) of the long range interactron forces. 
This means that T could provide information about these forces if it could be measured. 

RELATION BETWEEN LINE TENSION r AND AFfh) 

To avoid complicating the derivation unnecessarily, we shall consider only 
the case where r, B A. Now we can use eqn (27) as a good approximation of T_ From 
eqns (10) and (11) it follows that: Ph = %(h) cos Qi - k(h,)+ Ph, and Ph’ = 20~ 
cus W-2o{h,)+Ph,. 

When we substitute this into eqn. (27) we find: 

Changing variables by substitution of: -dx=$cot @ dh=+cot 9’ dh’ gives: 

7= - pz a(h) sin @dh - I’ ~~ sin @‘dh’ 
& JR, 

(28) 

At this point we can already see that in our system the line tension is negative : 
In eqn. (28) both sin @ and sin @’ are negative and for every value of the sheet thickness 
the absolute value of sin @ is smaller than the absolute value of sin @’ (see Fig SA). 
Consequently both integrals in eqn. (28) are negative and the absolute value of the 
fust integral is smaller than that of the second one. Therefore the line tension is 
negative_ Free interaction energy &F(h) can now be introduced as follows: from 
eqns. (lo), (11) and (7) we can derive for M(h)* no: 

--a(h) sin @ = f{[k(h)]‘-- [2o(h,) +P(h-hh,jJ2)+r 

a~([AF(h)-AF(h~-P(h-hJ])f 

J. Eiecrrmd. Chem., 37 (1972) 
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-to sin @’ =3( (20~)~ - [2o(hJ + (h’ - h,)Pf2)i = 
a&( - AF(h,) - (h’- h,)P)* 

When we substitute this into eqn. (28) we find: 

O" 7=G$ @F(h) - M(h,Q - (h - h,)P]’ dh - 
hz 

- -=~-I-(h’-hh,)P]~dh’ 
1 hc 

W) 

When contact angle 8 is not too small we can neglect the hydrostatic pressure terms 
and a good approximation will be: 

-= 7 = G& 1 ([AR-(h)-AF(hJ]*- [-AF(h,)]f) dh (30) 
,k, 

Equations (29) and (3G) show that there is a rather simple relation between line tension 
T and interaction free energy AF(It). This means that in principle line tension 7 could 
give information about M(h) if it could be measured. It is important to know the 
order of magnitude of r becanse this will tell us whether we may expect 7 to be measur- 
able or not_ 

In the following paragraph we shall calculate the value of 7 for the sheets 
mentioned before. 

CALCULATIONS OF LINE TENSIONS 

The vati of T was cakufatec-3 for the case of a straight contact line- We used 
eqn. (28) instead of (27) because in this way the line tension and the profiles of the 
actual sheet and the idealized model could be calculated at the same time. The results 
are tabulated in Table 1. We see that ‘i: is negative and that it ranges from - IO- I2 
to - lo- ‘I J m- ‘. The absohrte value is therefore close to the value given by Harkins 
for a liquid iens in air, but the sign is different. The series of sheets la-le shows that 
7 is not very sensitive to a large variation of electrolyte concentration c. In this series 
the iin. tension varies by a factor of 2.5 only, while A changes by a factor of 20. and 
t? by a factor of SO. Therefore r depends only slightly on the repuIsi\e component 
F,, of the M(h)-function This in contrast to A which depends heavily on Fe,. 

Series 2a-2c shows that 7 is much more sensitive to the attractive component 
F,. Here the Ene tension changes by a factor of 8 while 0 also changes by a factor of 8, 
From these results we can conclude that the line tension is sensitive to the form of the 
tail of the AF(h)-curve; in our case the London-van der WaaLs part I?, of M(h). 
The line tensions of sheets with the same contact angle but different Hamaker’s 
constanz A are approximately proportional to ,/A (compare sheet lb with 2a and Id 
with 2c)_ This leads to the interesting concIusion that if both the contact angle and 
the line tension of one sheet could be found from experiment they would not only give 
the value of AF(h,) but would also allow AF[h,) to be split up into its two components, 
F,,(h,) and F’,Jh,)_ Series 3a-3c shows that the influence of hydrostatic pressure p on t 
i!GsmaiL 

Qualitative& these r-e&&s can be deduced from eqns. (29) and (30) These 
equations show that the value of AF(FTe), and therefore of 6, is not in the fust place 
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decisive for the value of o, but the range of h for which the two square root terms are 
different is. This explains the influence of the tail of the m(h)-curve_ 

Conclusions about line tensions in other types of liquid films can also be 
drawn from eqns. (29) and (30)_ An oil film between two water phases will also have 
a negative line tension. but its absolute value will be smaller than in a soap film as both 
the inter-facial tension and Hamaker’s constant are stnallerz3. The absolute value of 
the line tension of a so-called “second black”- or Perrin-film6 wiil presumably not 
be larger than the line tension of a “first black- soap film (the sheets given in Tabie 1 
can be seen as models of ^fust black” soap films). despite the fact that their contact 
angles may be much larger ‘. This is so because most probably the L\_F(h)-curve is 
steeper. This is shown in series la-le of Table 1; sheet le with the largest contact 
angle. which is most similar to a ‘second black- film, does not have the ‘largest T of 
the series. 

Depending on the system. a line tension may be positive or negative. The line 
tension of the contact line bctwecn a “second black”- and a “first black” film, which 
can czxist in one soap film6-‘d will for instance be po~itizz. A rough estimate of this ’ 
‘c is: r=Afz or ‘4 here Ah is the thickness jump at the trawition and cry is the surface 
tension of the films. The exact value of? can be found from eqn~. (25) and (27) using 
the proper boundary conditions. 

Our method can also be used to derive the line tension at a three phase contact 
Line. For a first approximation it is not necessary to know the exact microscopic 
proftie at the contact Line. It can be assumed that the microscopic profile is equal to 
the profile of the extrapolated macroscopic interfaces_ In the simplified model the 
interfacial tensions remain constant up to the contact line, while in the “actual” 
system the interfacial tensions close to the contact line are affected by molecular 
interaction forces. Whether r wr?I be positrve or negative depends on whether the 
interracial tensions close to the contact line are increased or decreased by the molecular 
interaction forces. Consequently, the line tension at a very sharp edge of a liquid lens 
in air (the system considered by Harkins’?) will be negative as the London-v.d_ Waals 
forces will loser the surface tension of the liquid surface close to the edge. When 
Harkins states that the line tension is positive because the potential energy of the 
molecules at the sharp edge is higher than that of the molecules at the liquid surface 
far from the edge. he is obviously mistaken. Following his line of rea.coning the surface 
tension of a thin liquid 6lm should be higher than the surface tension of the macro- 
scopic bulk liquid, which evidently is not the case. . 

As the value of t is small it will be difficult to measure it. In the paper of 
Torza and Mason”’ mention is made of measured line tensions of a three phase 
contact line which were derived from the shape of PWO difierent drops in contact with 
each other in a third phase. Fot the system silicone oil/water/aniline they give 
positive valuesofz up to 6x lo-* N (=6x 10 m-Z dyn) which is rather large. As their 
method is not very accurate these values are not reliable. 

The above eqn. (18) suggests that 7 can be found when contact angle 8 is 
measured as a function of filin radius r,. However, for large contact angles the W-n 
wi~~omeunstableata~ticalfilmradius~hesmalleststableradiusofthefilmg~‘1-- 
which is so large that the influence of r on 13 is stilr negligible. This will be shown in 
paper 11: Consequently themethod can only be used when 0 is small, which in practice 
will be difficult because of the transition region 
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SUMMARY 

An analysis is given of the thickness profile of a circular soap film and its 
Plateau border. It shows ?hat in principle the thickness as a function of the radial 
distance, it(r), for a single film, cart provide details of the interaction free energy U(h) 
over a large range of h. The transition region between film and Plateau border where 
h(r) rapidly changes from microscopic to macroscopic vaiues contains most informa- 
tion. With a simple model of m(h), the profile and extension of the transition region is 
calculated for some “first black” soap films. 

It is shown that to complete the macroscopic description of a liquid shczt, 
a line tension must bf. introduced. A theoretical expression for this line tension is 
given and its physical meaning is discussed- Some values are calculated using the 
same AI=(A) as before. 
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